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Julian's chapter in Julian was just an unre-edited character on the left end of Wonder. Although he wasn't the only bully in the situation, he really initiated most of the average things done by Auggie. It came with a game called Plague in which anyone who comes into physical contact with Auggie has to wash their hands quickly or else they die. He talked about Auggie and made gestures behind his back,
sometimes even in his face. He even wrote these notes and left them in Auggie and Jac Julian's chapter Julian was just an unsent character left at the late Wonder. Although he wasn't the only bully in the situation, he really initiated most of the average things done by Auggie. It came with a game called Plague in which anyone who comes into physical contact with Auggie has to wash their hands quickly or
else they die. He talked about Auggie and made gestures behind his back, sometimes even in his face. He even wrote these notes and left them in Auggie and Jack's closets. You know, some bad things, stupid things, kids do when they feel threatened. When they feel like they're a slap in the bottom. Julian was portrayed as the villain of the story. Reading Julian's chapter, I found it very difficult to keep
disliking Julian. In fact, I really didn't like him in the first place. Let me explain. By the way Julian was described by Wonder, I just immediately knew that he was a stereotypical rich kid who ran away with everything that didn't feel bad about his actions because he was never punished for anything. Julian is a product of his environment. He's got a mother who hangs him and keeps paying off. She's a mother
who participates in everything that happens at school and thinks her child should be on a pedestal because all the time and money she shells out. Although it's not clearly stated, I get the feeling that his father wasn't around very much that he was a workaholic father. It seems that as a result Julian has become a very self-absorbed character. He just couldn't think of anything but himself or anything that didn't
have a direct impact on him. Julian has also been dealing with some anxiety issues, although he doesn't like to call it that. He had nightmares when he saw awful things, including, but not limited to, zombies, Voldemort's face and eventually Auggie's face. I feel like I'm just making more excuses for him, but I just really think that if he had been raised differently and had gotten the psychological help he
needed, it all wouldn't have happened. But the story needs a villain and while I feel about Julian the way I do, I don't change my character to Wonder. This is because in Julian's section, we see how Julian actually gets into trouble for what he did to Auggie, focusing on writing. We see how he influences this confrontation, how he seemingly can't feel remorse for his actions. And most importantly, we need to
see if Julian really has a chance Pluto Pluto is Auggie's oldest friend, Christopher Story. They have been friends practically since they were born. Chris moved away a few years before the events that began with Wonder. This story alternates between these days, what is undoubtedly a bad day for Chris, and flashbacks to him and Auggie when they were little and also coincide with some wonder. We are
treated to the difference in this small child's experience between ages 4 and 6 flashbacks, what it means to be friends with a child with a skull face. It's not the sun and the roses. We see little children reacting to Auggie when they see him for the first time. We see their friendship tested because they live far apart and can't communicate much. And we also see something like what happened to Via, Chris
begins to realize that not everyone sees Auggie the way he does, or maybe, just maybe he is better off not being friends with Auggie. But we learn one very important thing: A good friendship is worth a little extra effort. All these feelings go through Chris's head while he goes through the day when almost everything goes wrong. You see, Chris is oblivious, so when he forgets the science paper he needs to
turn over in the first period or else he loses points, his trombone he had to lend to classmates to practice and his sports shorts he can't make in the gym without, he starts to panic. There is no time to go home to get his stuff because he is already late to school, so he asks his mother to bring him everything in the first period. But it doesn't show up. She doesn't answer her phone. Chris is riding a roller
coaster of emotions because he thinks his mother refused to help Pullman instead. This story didn't interest me as much as Julian's chapter because Chris was a very small character in Wonder and was just mentioned. I did, however, really like flashbacks when he and Auggie were younger. Chris is not a controversial or sophisticated character like Julian, but it was still worth reading to see Christopher try
to overcome his struggles on one of the worst days possible. Shingaling Before the beginning of the school year, p. Tushman (high school principal) asked 3 children to be welcome buddies at Auggie. Julian, Jack Will and Charlotte. Julian became an antagonist, Jack Will became Auggie's best friend and Charlotte, well, we really don't get much insight into Charlotte's years aside for the fact that she was
just glad Auggie dipped. Shingaling, we go through Charlotte's year of school. We see how busy Charlotte was among the scientists preparing for her dance recital (with Summer and Ximena), a quest to look for a blind and possibly homeless man who just disappeared one day and trying to get popular children (Ximena and Savannah) to notice her and take her to her group. I have seen many TV shows/
movies and read several books that put a lot of attention high school year. If you are not popular in high school, you will not ever be popular in your life. (Which I get is a very stupid concept that kids learn. Who cares about popularity anyway?) In any case, summer is in this story for the most part because it was part of the recital as well. As with Wonder, there is a common theme of friendship, make friends,
sometimes with people you don't expect to be friends with. (Like a girl who is friends with a freak. As an average popular girl.) There is a certain struggle with knowing how people perceive you to be and don't want to be perceived that way. It is also a quest to find this beautiful man with his apparent eye dog who just disappeared. Then there are the huge games of points and grueling dance rehearsals. It
was a really cute and much needed addition to the world of Wonder, where we'll see other kids who you think were without problems, big or minor, during the school year trip. ... over several million copies of besteller WONDER showed how choosing kindness and empathy can change the lives of those around you. Now, auggie &amp; ME, you can discover the new side of wonder story in three new
chapters from three different characters: Julian: Auggie's classroom bullyChristopher: Auggie's oldest friend Charlotte: Auggie's classmateThree three stories are heartbreaking, surprising, funny and hopeful. As a wonder, AUGGIE &amp; ME will help you laugh, cry and try to choose kind. Praise for Wonder: Excellent . . . He has the power to move hearts and change minds (Guardian)Incredibly charming,
cruel and brilliant (Observer)He wreaks emotional havoc . . . To end it with a strong determination to be a better person - well, you can not ask for much more of any book than (Independent)When children have finished with this, adults will want to read it. Everyone should (Financial Times)Awesome . . . So authentic, I swear that the child wrote a book. And yes, it's a good thing (Glamour) Genre: Young
Adult Fiction Similar Book by Other AuthorsFaceBenjamin ZephaniahSilverfin (Young Bond, book 1) Charlie Higson Used Accessibility R J Palacio's Auggie &amp; Me Millions of listeners fell in love with Auggie Pullman, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary face. Wonder tells his story from six different perspectives, but there were several characters whose unique perspectives had not been shared – until
now. Julian's chapter gives listeners the opportunity to hear from Wonder's most controversial character. From the very first day Auggie and Julian met, it was clear they would never be friends. This story finally reveals the bully side of the story. Why is Julian so uncomfortable with Auggie? And does he have a chance to redeem? Pluto offers a peek into Auggie's life before Wonder. Christopher and Auggie
were best friends ever since they were babies until Christopher's family moved away; he was there for all of Auggie's first memories, from operations to Star Wars marathons. Pluto Two boys who have grown up separately but learn that a good friendship is worth a little extra effort in the story. Shingaling shines a new light on life as a fifth grader at Beecher Prep --as seen from Charlotte's perspective, the girl
chose to be Auggie's welcome buddy. Listeners will learn more about Charlotte and her budding friendship with the listener's favorite summer, how the girls at Beecher Prep react to Auggie attending her school for the first time, and how Charlotte came to write the pre-order she used at the end of Wonder: It's not enough to be friendly. You have to be a friend.
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